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About This Game

Runaway is a challenging avoidance platformer, please help the little green robot to escape from a place full of deadly traps. The
key is to win this game how good are you 5d3b920ae0
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New Game Art Video. : New video of in Game art for the next party Member, Lidia.. Screenshots of New Puzzles and Updated
GUI : Here are some Screenshots of the work in Progress of the New Art Style for the GUI and the Artwork in progress of one
of the new puzzles.. Bug Fixes : It appears I fixed one thing and messed up another in a recent build. The error regarding the
Voltage readout on the second puzzle not showing up is corrected. Apologies to all effected. Edit: Bug where Voltage Underrun
doesn't trigger on first puzzle is also fixed. Thanks to the user who brought these issues to my attention. Edit: Graphical Bug on
Voltage Over-run on Second puzzle fixed.. Ooops.Musician Needed : It has been pointed out to me that I need a musician, not a
sound designer. Sorry for any confusion this has caused (truth is I probably need both).. Bug fixes and Preview Gallery Added :
Bug fixes made to the third rotary puzzle, and artwork preview gallery added to the options menu of the game.. Major Content
Update : GUI updated to a new graphic style. Save/Load function has been fixed for multiple plays. Three new puzzles added to
the Game, and the distribution of the puzzles between cut scenes has been changed. Map system simplified to match the auto-
saving system.. The Resolution of the Audio Problem. : The Audio has been updated so there is no more need to mute the audio
if you want to Stream the game. All the work and credit goes to the team at Orb Soundwerx and Saad Akhter Ali for their
compositions. They have absolutely TRANSFORMED the tone of this game and I am very thankful for their work.. Major
Story Update Live : A new update has been pushed with a lighter feel to the GUI and a lot of new story content added. The new
party members have been added and the story fleshed out greatly. Also the order of rooms has been changed to aid in the pacing
of the game. All in all I think the game has just about tripled in length since it was introduced into Early Access.. New Puzzle
Added : New Quadrant style Puzzle Added to the Game along with various bug fixes and changes to the GUI and the collision
detection for the puzzles in preparation for the next major content update of the story.
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